
	

 
2015 Activities  

 
1.Third Annual Peacebuilding Project  

2. Theatre project 
3. Architects Workshops  

 
1. Annual Peacebuilding Project 
In July 2015 we hosted the 3rd annual Project on Peacebuilding in 
Kevljani in northern Bosnia. For the 5 days, participants gathered from 
Bosnia, Denmark, United Kingdom, and the U.S. The group explored 
the work of local peacebuilding in Prijedor and the surrounding 
region. Looked for reflection posts from all our participants and 
summaries of the workshops. 
 
About the Programme: 
The project included workshops, discussions, site visits, and trainings 
that explore how arts, activism, and youth can contribute to local and 
national peacebuilding in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
Participants engaged in discussions about the legacy of conflict and 
current human rights issues in the region, participated in art 
workshops, and developed advocacy skills through specialized 
trainings. The group included 10 people representing the Bosnian and 
international community, in addition to artists and activists from the 
Prijedor area. 
 
The Context: 
Since the war ended almost two decades ago, tensions in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina between members of different ethnic groups pose 
significant social, political and economic challenges. The conflict has 
marked the Prijedor region, which saw several tragedies, including 
displacement, detention camps, and recently discovered mass graves. 
Young people in the region grow up in segregated communities, 
attend ethnically divided schools, and learn divergent histories. 
Despite these issues, the international community has largely ignored 
the region and institutionalized the divides in the local communities. 
Our project will provide a space for young activists to share ideas 
about current challenges, contribute to an ongoing peacebuilding 
project, and learn advocacy tools that they can employ to help improve 
their home communities. This project also builds on a partnership 
between Humanity in Action and Most Mira begun two years ago. 
 
 



	

 
 
Using poetry to work with the group at POP2015 gave us some 
reflection space to really consider what the events of the war meant to 
us on a more personal level- so that we can carry the stories forward 
and use them in our awareness-raising and peacebuilding work. The 
poems the groups created both individually and as a group were really 
thoughtful and concise, great lyrical pieces we can use to share our 
experiences. Condensing all the stories and images is always a 
challenge, and whilst writing you can find yourself writing as much for 
an audience as yourself. This poem ‘Julys near Omarska’ reflects on 
the days I spent with the POP2015 group, how we all worked together 
to learn about the past in fairly sweltering conditions, whilst finding 
the signs of hope and building on our own resilience. 

 



	

 
Julys near Omarska 

Sleep was hard to find 
for two hundred men 

locked in a room at the steel mine- 
only space to crouch and lean 

till bodies thinned, faces dwindled. 
In our July, over 20 years on, 
a few miles from that mine 

and the tracks that had towed 
the village apart 

it was hotter than any July before 
and sleep was hard to find. 

Our well ran dry, sheets dank, 
and flies swarmed in heavy nights 

riddled with rooster caws 
and wartime tales that we 

had woken, that should not sleep- 
should walk pages and paths 

spiralling out of here. 
We had flown in from various towns 
found ourselves at a forgotten stop 
on the most deadly Bosnian road 

where cars swerve and flowers frame dry ditches. 
We left all our shoes at the door 

to contemplate their trails and shelter bugs, 



	

as we moved onto the same carpet 
that we would unravel together. 

We were waking up the stories people pass- 
whilst hay is turned, cats creep up on meat, 

and the village rebuilds each year, 
it’s families returning to repaint doors, 

teach children how to tractor lawns, 
learn their accent back, 

wander their new old streets. 
We paused and circled graves, 
then the steel, marble, cement 

roll call banners with a scattering of wreaths, 
stone address cards with only struck out names 
re-etched and welded into a roller-deck of loss. 

We look for traces, of what there was before 
turned over leaves, 

found jokes under forgotten bricks, 
laughter where washing was hung- 
rebuilt it all in our various tongues 

to fly and carry home. 
 

BUILDING FRIENDSHIPS AND BUILDING PEACE 

 
 

By Tara O’Reilly 
 
 
 



	

 
On Day 4, Nick ran a thought provoking and passionate workshop on 
community organizing and development. We discussed the nitty gritty 
of influencing people – be it your allies or strong opponents. We 
agreed that building relationships with people is imperative to 
influence change and create wider activist networks. We practiced one-
to-one’s with each other. Jvanna and I plunged right into it and had an 
intense ten minutes of sharing and exploring our upbringings, our 
goals, and our passions. From our love of lipstick to our contrasting 
family life, we were both sure of one thing – no matter who you are or 
where you are, there is always common ground to be found with 
another person. One-to-one’s as a community organizing strategy are 
there to find that common ground and build a relationship on it. 

 
 

Sometimes activism can get depressing – the perceived failures of our 
work consume us. Celebrating our successes gets neglected. We get 
tired. We burn out. Perhaps we even absorb our movement’s failures 
as personal ones. But even with the toils and troubles of campaigning, 
we’re never really alone. There are a bunch of us out there, next door 
and over the Atlantic. That’s where the beauty of this year’s Project on 
Peacebuilding lies – in the relationships we’ve built together, as 
activists from all over the world – Bosnia, London, New York, and 
Copenhagen. Although this was an intensive week in an unfamiliar 
place with unfamiliar people, we grew together. We bonded over our 
shared visions, shared emotional experiences like attending the 
collective funeral, our shared hatred for flies, and love-hate 
relationship with the singing chickens. We bonded over our new love 
for Bosnian food – in particular ajvar – and our common values, and 



	

interest in peacebuilding in Bosnia. We got to know each other 
through our chats, doing the washing up, sharing hairdryers in the 
morning, writing poetry together, sharing stories from school while 
stargazing, and during the rush to get in the minibus and off to our 
next workshop.  These mini “one-to-one’s” that we had with each other 
connected us – from unfamiliar people to friends. 
Arriving in Kevljani, I was tired, nervous, and excited for the week 
ahead. A week later, I’m still excited. I’m excited by all the stories, 
thoughts, emotions, friendships, and hope that this Project on 
Peacebuilding has sparked. I’m overwhelmed and inspired. Kevljani is 
a beautiful place. 
LOOKING BACKWARD AND FORWARD 

 
 

 
 

By Asger Pedersen 
  
With a history like Bosnia and Herzegovina, it is no wonder that the 
past plays such a big role in the countries mindset. In order to 
understand the present and influence the future it is important to look 
to the past. This was a big part of Project on Peacebuilding over the 
last week. One of the most powerful experiences where the past 
became very clear in the present was the collective funeral that we 
went to in Prijedor. Here the community got together to bury the 



	

bodies of Muslims killed during the war that had been discovered over 
the last year. It was a very emotional experience to see a community 
mourn together. It is a clear reminder that the wounds of the past are 
still hurting and are not based on the memories of the people. Their 
memories are physically present in the remains still being found from 
victims of the war. A little less than 1000 people have still not been 
found in the Prijedor area and in order for families to get closure it is 
vital that the search continues. 
  
As emotional as it was to be present at the collective funeral, I was 
truly inspired to meet the many activist that work around Prijedor and 
Banja Luka. Collectively coming together around issues such as 
memory politics, social inequality, LGBT rights, and feminism, the 
activists look to the future, trying to move on from the past. By 
fighting for a more equal and just society, where people are not 
discriminated because of race or sexuality, they are trying to make a 
brighter future for themselves and Bosnia. They did not always agree 
on how to do this, but they had the same goal. And for a country that 
has been looking backwards in the past two decades, seeing the 
energy and determination in these activists was the highlight for me 
during this week. 
  
And this makes me hopeful for the future of Bosnia. 
MONUMENTS AND MEMORIALIZATION IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 

 

 
 

By Yasmine EL-Tourgman 



	

On Day 2 of the Project on Peacebuilding, our group participated in a 
workshop led by Elma from Humanity in Action on monuments and 
memorialization in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
 
Elma commenced the workshop by asking us to brainstorm the 
connotations of monuments and memorials. To take a few, we used 
the words “lessons”, “history”, “remembrance”, “reflecting”, 
“provocation”, “guilt”, and “inspiration” to describe our initial thoughts 
on monuments. In some respect, monuments exhibit a connection 
between the past, present, and future, as they are physical objects 
that are present in our surroundings for long periods of time. 
We discussed the significance of the location of monuments, for who 
and when monuments are built, the purposes that monuments serve, 
the physical characteristics of monuments (such as symbolism, size, 
structure, and the type of material used), and who funded the building 
of these monuments. This was very interesting. Although I had 
previously visited monuments and memorials in my life, prior to the 
workshop I did not think about memorials in such a systematic  way. 
Memorials function as a tool for family members to remember, 
survivors to testify, politicians to gain votes, and perpetrators to 
rewrite history. They are profoundly political. 
 
After the workshop finished, we visited several monuments in the 
village of Kevljani and Omarska. Kemal, our brilliant host shared his 
knowledge and expertise with us on the facts, culture, heritage that 
are embedded in these monuments. 

 
 
Sitting outside the memorial in Kozarac (another village near Kevljani), 
we learned that on the 31st July 2010 thousands of people took part 
in the inauguration of this memorial commemorating the victims of 



	

the Bosnian War. Built with white stone, the monument symbolizes the 
torment of many mothers for the loss of their children including both 
soldiers and civilians. 
 

 
 
Here, we discussed the role that memorials have in assisting survivors 
of the Bosnian War in overcoming their grief and how they may help 
these people come to the realization of their loss of a loved one. This 
memorial came into existence because Korazac citizens did not want 
to forget but to remember the tragedy of so many lives lost in the 
conflict in Bosnia. It also sits in the center of Kozarac, a majority 
Muslim village that was destroyed in May 1992. Since the war, many 
refugees have returned to Kozarac, making it one of the 
largest majority Muslim villages in the Prijedor region.  Memorials like 
the one in Kozarac are rare in the region because it commemorates 
Muslim victims in a predominantly Serb area. The Serb political 
leadership in the region do not want to look back at the tragedies of 
the past but this memorial forces any passerby to remember. 
 
ALTERNATIVE NARRATIVES THROUGH FREE-THINKING ART 



	

 
 

By Stefen Gvozden 
Art has been a way of expressing one’s creativity since the dawn of 
humans. Artists always had a special place in society as the people 
who materialize emotions for themselves or their societies. But how do 
we perceive art these days? We are living in a time of widespread use 
of social media and rapid technological advancement that have made 
more diverse forms of art available to a larger spectrum of 
“consumers.” Art has begun to take its place as  yet another product in 
a neo-liberal market–sometimes even losing their true artistic value 
and becoming a norm or a status symbol. 
 
Almost inevitably, art has become a political tool in the form of 
propaganda. The problem in BiH is that this propaganda is used in a 
culture of denial by mainstream media to rewrite our local history. I 
believe that it is necessary to rehumanize art. Experimental, 
alternative, and free-thinking art should be prioritized in our 
communities, especially here in Bosnia. This free-thinking art should 
be created and distributed to the public, thus countering the 
propaganda by being an alternative to the mainstream narrative of 
denial. In this way, we can use free-thinking art to express ourselves 
and our past: art becomes a tool for egalitarian activism and 
peacebuilding. 
 
I had a great experience of working with other young people and 
activists from various countries on in the POP workshops that 
supported these kind of ideas. We lived, worked, and learned for five 



	

days, being brought together by our common viewpoints and we 
bonded through our passion for activism. If you think you got to like 
someone, wait until you part. I also got a chance to write this short 
poem about the memorials in one of the workshops, and it’s dear to 
me because it will always recall me of those days. 

 
The memorial 

Bound by distance, carved in stone 
Hope was non existent 

Folly of their (un)makers was 
Ideology of sorts 

 
EMPOWERING VICTIMS OF SEXUAL AND GENDER BASED VIOLENCE AS 

AN INTEGRAL PART OF LOCAL PEACEBUILDING 
 

By Selma Hasić 
The violent war taking place in the 90s brought a lot of distress to the 
people of Bosnia and Herzegovina and subsequent societal post-
conflict reconstruction. During that time, many cases of sexual and 
gender based violence occurred in different parts of the country. This 
had a serious impact on individuals and communities. The trauma 
affected victim’s physical and mental health and deeply impaired their 
capacities to establish relationship with others, which has undermined 
the overall development of local communities. Tackling issues related 
sexual and gender based violence in post-conflict settings is a 
challenging process since there is no one sector that is able to address 
the core of the problem on its own. 
 
The global response to the sexual and gender based violence has 
advanced in the past decades. The UN agencies have recognized the 
importance of the issue in Declaration on the Elimination of violence 
against women, adopted in 1994. This led to the Declaration of 
Commitment to End Sexual Violence in Conflict, endorsed by 122 
countries in September 2013. Most recently, the UN General Assembly 
approved a new resolution to commemorate 19 June as 
the International Day for the Elimination of Sexual Violence in Conflict. 
The Statute of Rome protects against crimes of a sexual nature, and 
since the International Criminal Court’s landmark decision on the Foca 
Case during the war in Bosnia, rape became recognized as a crime 
against humanity. 
 
Sexual and gender based violence is very difficult to prove in the 
courts because it is necessary to demonstrate coercion. The exact 
number of victims of sexual violence and rape in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina is still unknown, but UN estimates range from 20,000 to 
50,000. Many believe that this lack of a systematic approach towards 
addressing victims’ needs reflects the government’s inability to fully 
tackle and deal with war crimes. 



	

The UN study on violence against women, released a couple of years 
ago, urges BiH authorities to improve the situation of victims of sexual 
violence, and stresses the importance of establishing a truthful 
account of war crimes committed against women, regardless of their 
religion or ethnicity, and recognizing obstacles faced by victims, so 
that they could find ways to remove them in the near future. 
Last month, for the very first time in the modern legal history of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Court of BiH in charge of dealing with war 
crimes, ruled on material compensation for victims of sexual violence 
and rape that occurred during the brutal Bosnian conflict. 
 
Members of the Army of Republika Srpska, Bosiljko, and Ostoja 
Markovic were sentenced to 10 years of imprisonment for rape and 
were bound to pay up a financial compensation of 26,500 marks to 
their victims. A few days later, the Court sentenced Slavko Savic, 
another member of the Army of Republika Srpska, to eight years in 
prison for the rape of women in Vogosca in 1993. The ruling also 
included duty to pay up 30,000 BAM in compensatory damages to the 
victim. These rulings were deemed as game-changing by many legal 
professionals, as they adjudicated compensation to the victim of 
sexual violence in the context of criminal proceedings, which was 
overlooked in the previous trials. The idea of compensation was 
derived from the notion of correcting past injustice through the 
transferal of material resources to the victims. 
In the context of Bosnia and Herzegovina, I believe that other factors 
should also be considered: 

• a nation-wide culture shift in attitudes towards women in 
general, which will be accompanied with economic support and 
legal reform. 

• establishing solidarity and trust among different communities of 
sexual and gender based victims, so that it is not divided along 
ethnic lines and past divisions 

• helping women to gain full access to understanding of their 
rights and protection mechanisms, through local contact points 

• inclusion of different perspectives in creating victim based 
historical account of the past violence against women, which 
would be aimed at their empowering and active participation in 
other peacebuilding initiatives. 

 
FIGHTING AGAINST DENIAL 



	

 
 

By Caterina Bonora 
The best preparation for my short visit to Kevljani during the Most-
Mira camp, was to watch Kemal’s documentary film “Pretty 
village”(David Evans, Kemal Parvenic, 2014). When I arrived in this 
small village located southeast of Prijedor and just next to Omarska, I 
recognized the landscape and the house that appear in the film. 
There, they are most of the time covered in snow; or maybe that is 
how they remained impressed in my memory after the film, as 
metaphorically frozen in the negative remembrances of the past— the 
sufferance experienced at Omarska, the loved ones who never came 
back, the betrayal of neighbours and friends. 
 
So it was a nice contrast, when I arrived last Monday, to see the same 
house and landscape shining in the heat of mid July and full of young 
people who want to be part of a better future. By which I don’t mean, 
of course, that the solution is to look only at the future, and stop 
remembering the past. Kemal’s film gives quite the opposite message, 
that the struggle for the right remembrance can save people from 
becoming prey of the past. 
 
In the documentary, Kemal, who survived the Omarska camp, gives 
voice to his and other survivors’ memories in an effort to understand 
and to share their past. One of the most emotional scenes is when he 



	

goes to meet one of his former professors who participated in his 
interrogation at Omarska. They had recognized each other there, the 
professor had been a role model for Kemal, but had not recoiled from 
his new role of interrogator and therefore accomplice of the crimes 
that followed in the camp. When Kemal meets him twenty years 
afterwards, the professor appears thorn between shame and self-
justification, “I was just a small clerk.” Kemal then told us that the 
professor had died recently, so there had been no time for further 
encounters, but through the film he had been able to initiate a 
dialogue about the past with the professor’s son. 
 
And, like the film, this is what the initiatives of Most Mira are also 
about: initiating a dialogue about the past, sharing what happened 
back in 1992, and fighting against the denial that prevails in the 
Prijedor municipality: against its false memorials. 
 

 
 
By Kemal Pervanic 
Last Sunday we gathered in Kevljani for our third annual joint program 
between Most Mira & Humanity in Action. Our team is well drilled but 
every year life springs a few surprises on us. One participant just got a 
job and therefore had to cancel his attendance. Another one had a 
minor surgery, but was still resolved to come even if for one day only. 
Next year she wants to run a workshop. 
 
 



	

Even though we run a formal program every year, we do it in a very 
friendly atmosphere that builds long-lasting bonds between our 
participants and our partner organisations. It has been no exception 
this year. The work is very rewarding, but the weather has been 
extremely hot (over 40 C) with the region suffering from the worst 
bout of drought in living memory. Kevljani has felt more like the 
tropics than north-western Bosnia—that was until this afternoon when 
a hailstorm broke out and lashed the parched land. 
 
Last night we came back home after a long, hard, and sweaty day of 
sharing some inspiring but rather heavy stories. Flies were swarming 
all over the house. Sticky sweat glued our clothes to our bodies. Stefan 
had a short shower. Yasmine was next, and just when she was getting 
ready to rinse soap the water pump drawing water from the water well 
decided to stop. Yasmine stayed calm and she graciously washed 
herself with a bottle of water. And this is what peacebuilding is all 
about. It is about sharing stories, space, food, drink, humanity—
creating empathy. It is about passion, sweating in extreme heat, 
swatting flies, helping your colleagues wash when with a water hose, 
washing your laundry by hand, and cooking food for your colleagues. 
It is about Samed, Kasim, Nedim and Mirnes coming to your aid with 
noble intentions even if they have no plumbing skills to resolve our 
well problem. It is about them caring about our presence in their 
community. 
 
It’s about your neighbour being prepared to share his water with you 
when your water well is dangerously close to becoming dry. It is 
looking after each other when they feel tired because of sleep 
deprivation. It is about waiting for Smajo and his son in law, Zoran, 
coming to repair the water pump and Smajo recognising you from 5 
years earlier because of your community work with young people. So it 
is about memories too. Sometimes painful ones, but often about 
positive ones too. This is how peacebuilding aids democracy building. 
It is not about comfortable hotel rooms, marble bathrooms, or 
restaurant meals. It is about the messy, un-planned, and sometimes 
trying work of building and rebuilding human relationships. 



	

 
 

On Wednesday, Laila led our group in a creative workshop on the role 
of art and artists in activism. We also visited a building that was 
destroyed in the war but in which Most Mira hopes to build a future 
youth centre. 
 
Laila inspired us to write about the conflict, memorials we had seen, 
and the potential for a different future. 
 
Check out a few of our first drafts of poems from the workshop… 

 



	

 
 

Reflecting on Ado’s house, Kevljani, 22/07/15 
 

Before the house was surrounded by trees, 
Now the trees live in the house, 

Going forward they will live in harmony. 
By Asger, Caterina, Tara. 
At first a field was here 

village children herded cows 
one of them had built a house 

and ten years later 
other children tore it down. 

Today Ado comes to find his house is full of birds 
instead of bricks he sees blackberries as walls 

he smells the scent of grass and lavender 
he thinks of graffiti on his garage wall. 

Tomorrow he’ll see the sun 
shining through his open roof 

graffiti on the walls 
will be signposts 
to a better future. 

By Kemal, Stephan, Selma 
This was the site where pillars were shatters 

Where walls and windows were destroyed and a family slept in the past 
This is the site 

Where some one’s bedroom has no roof 



	

Where grass levels the floor 
And birds sleep in their nest 

This is the site 
Where murals come to life 

Where windows display a peaceful life. 
By Tara, Nick, Maja 

 
The memorial 

Remember victims through art, 
Didn’t you get that memo? 

Victims remember through art. 
By Asger 

 
The memorial 

First there was peace. It was full of trees, birds, and sounds carried 
around by wind. 

Then people came with their guns, and the guns destroyed peace. The 
sound of peace was replaced by the sound of other people running 

away. 
Then there was peace again. State sponsored peace, and new people 
came with an image of a new community to remember not peace but 

war. 
By Kemal 

  
The memorial 

Bound by distance, carved in stone, 
Hope was non existent 

Folly of their makers was 
Ideology of sorts 

By Stefan 
  

The memorial 
The names of people lost 

Sit etched in stone creating 
A physical space 

But this space is really reflecting 
The gaping hole left in their community. 

By Nick 
  

The memorial 
Memorials are much more about the future than the history of the 

past. They trigger different emotions depending on the audience of 
the memorial, come trigger. 

  
DAY 2: MEMORIALIZATION IN BIH 

 
On Day 2, Elma from Humanity in Action led a great workshop on 

memorialization in Bosnia and Herzegovina. We started by discussing 
how to interpret memorials, who builds and funds monuments, and 



	

what the political purpose is of memorials. Then we analyzed several 
monuments from other parts of the region. After lunch, we visited 

monuments in the village of Kevljani and Omarska. 
 

2. Theatre Project – Magic Mountain 
 

Project summary:  
S4S collaborated with Most Mira to deliver a community based theatre 
project inspired by their story telling technique- the partner for this 
was the Ljubija youth centre who have worked with Maja on three 
previous theatre projects and had attended the festivals in previous 
years.   
 
Most Mira participants: Dan Boydon (theatre director), Kemal Pervanic 
(admin and project and film oversight), Dino (film producer), Laila 
Sumpton (admin and project support, dance facilitator), Michelle 
Roche (arts workshops and costumes).  
 
Number of participants from Ljubija Youth Centre: 16 in final 
performance, numbers varied at rehearsals  
 
Background: predominantly Serb, 1 Muslim boy who joined the 
project in the last week, 1-2 Croat children.   
Age range: 6-16 
Gender: 3 girls, 13 boys  
Number of volunteers: 3  
Age of volunteers: 21 - 38? 
Number of centre staff: 1 



	

 
TOTAL contact time with children: 47 hours 

• S4S workshop with children in February: 2 hours   
• Arts rehearsals with Youth Centre lead by their volunteers 

between Feb and April: 12 hours  
• Arts rehearsals with MM April 14 -25th: 33 hours  

 
Hopes and Concerns pre-project  

Volunteers  
• Did not expect the project would be anything special, 

knew and liked MM’s work from previous theatre projects 
and festivals.  

• Thought we would bring a story for the children to act and 
that they would make a performance about a known fairy 
tale    

YC staff 
• Sanella: She was concerned initially about the poor 

weather and thought it best to delay the project. She said 
that she thought the project was a lot better than she 
expected, it exceeded her expectations.   

S4S training, volunteer responses 
• ‘I learnt new skills about storytelling and different ways of 

working with children. Could use the method again, the 
manual was very useful. We helped the children make 
stories themselves’  

• ‘I learnt about methodology and can use with children 
when I work with them on their problems in school. The 
stories can help them think about their problems.’ 

• ‘Usually we try and develop cultural processes with 
children, this time they were working from the beginning.’ 

• ‘We can use the storytelling methodology for different 
subjects, it is good for children who have the same 
issues.’ 

 
Mid Feb – April workshops at the Youth Centre 

• Sanella- ‘we struggled with commitment of the children 
initially, but when some left others joined and this was 
normal. Having snacks at rehearsals helped!’  

• Bratso ‘Some of the children did not like the pressure of 
creating something.’ 

• Maja- ‘There were different moments for me, I was happy 
for the attendance, then no one came and I was 
frustrated. Sometimes they had no motivation, school 
pressures, and when the weather improved they wanted to 
go outside and play football. In the end we had a different 
story, we had to work out how to make one story out of 
two- the children had ideas for this. The script was written 
after we practiced the story.’ 

 



	

End of project development notes from YC staff, volunteers and 
MM Creativity  

• With more time an even more participatory approach 
could have been taken with costumes and the dances   

• The learners were really committed to their roles, with 
their confidence and self-expression growing daily. They 
overcame some of their self-consciousness and followed 
direction from Dan, Maja and each other well to create a 
really successful final performance.  

• The sense of ownership and pride in the production was 
due to the fact that they had crafted the story and 
characters- something which was new to them and to the 
volunteers. Drama is usually taught from scripts at school, 
and the process enabled them to use their creativity and 
try out new ideas and approaches to the story in a 
supportive setting.   

 
Confidence 
 
The project was transformative for many young people and children, 
and youth centre staff and volunteers saw marked changes in 
confidence and wellbeing - particularly in learners who had learning 
difficulties and came from more vulnerable backgrounds.    
 

• 8-9 year old Bogdan whose family has to use the local 
soup kitchen and may well be Croat refugees in the town, 
was known to staff as being ‘introverted and withdrawn, 
often sitting by himself in the corner.’ Over the course of 
the project he began engaging more with the centre, 
working more with the other children and making himself 
more vocal in the group.  

• 8-9 year old Darko: ‘for him the project was perfect, you 
did more for him than any teacher had in three years. He 
had recently been sent out of class by the teacher for 
moving around too much, he has problems with control 
and focusing. This really upset him, but he was very good 
at coming to the centre and attending almost all the 
workshops. We were surprised at how good he was at the 
routine’ 

• 17 year old Marko has learning difficulties: ‘he surprised 
us with how well he did, he changed roles from the dog to 
the child to the insect and the other children accepted him 
more than they had before.’  

• 9 year old Sanja: Before the project she only came a little 
to the centre and was not a part of the group, but she 
asked about the drama project and wanted to get 
involved.’ 

 
 



	

 
• 8 year old Ivan had wanted to take part in an arts project 

and also did not attend the centre regularly. Sanella had 
forgotten to call his family to tell them about the project, 
but when she did he attended every session in the last 
week and cried at the end because he had enjoyed himself 
so much and wanted it to continue! He really enjoyed 
himself, made new friends and is keen to continue 
attending arts projects. In the last week he told Sanella 
that he had stood up for himself at school when 
classmates had teased him, Sanella thought this was 
because the project had increased his confidence.  

• 9 year old Hassan lives 4 km away from the centre, 
belongs to a Muslim community and had never attended 
the centre before. He enquired what was going on when 
he saw children rehearsing in the playground, and asked 
Sanella if he could be involved. His parent gave 
permission and made sure he got to every rehearsal in the 
last week. He took on the role of the second police man, 
and quickly learned his role. He now would like to attend 
the centre regularly to continue arts projects and asked if 
he could bring some friends. The children at the centre 
are predominantly Serb, and staff said that his 
participation was ‘important to the centre.’  
 

Collaboration  
• Dan Boydan: The children worked amazingly well as a 

team to get the script ready for April 13th. The project 
encouraged the children to support one another and solve 
problems, Most Mira’s participatory approach enabled 
this. Sometimes the language barriers between facilitators 
and children also meant that they needed to turn to each 
other. The two learners with learning difficulties were 
included and supported in the production 

• Darian- the learner who had the main role also took on a 
lot of translation and co-directing work throughout the 
process and is keen to continue working with the Youth 
Centre volunteers to deliver arts workshops. The process 
really helped him take on this leadership role and 
reassured him of his talent.  

Children’s evaluation: (can send full list of quotes if needed) 
How they felt about the project:  
• Several learners said they felt sad as the project was 

ending  
• I am very happy because of the play  
What they learnt from the project:  
• I learned a lot about myself and others 
• I learned acting (majority said this) 
• Teamwork  



	

• I learned to speak LOUDER 
What they would like to do next:    
• I would love to continue acting and I wish there were more 

such wonderful experiences like this one. 
• I would like to continue our project  
• I would like to continue coming to the Youth Centre 

 
 
Learners gave three words to describe the project, compiled through 
Wordle:  

• Interesting, emotional, sometimes boring- a very 
interesting project, I’d like more projects like this  

• Entertaining, nice, socialising   
• Nice, happy and sad- it was nice, acting and costumes are 

super. I don’t like the fact that I play an insect.  
• It was very nice from the beginning, in some parts sad and 

what I liked most was when they trusted Charlie.   
 
Inspiration for other young people and community members 
(beyond direct program participants) to engage in creative 
expression and inter-ethnic cooperation. 
People from the community read the posters and watched the 
rehearsals which all took place in the local park over two weeks. 
Children were encouraged each day to spread the word about the 
performance, and this was what we thought really boosted audience 
numbers.  
 
The last theatre performance in the community was at least four years 
ago, and it is rare for there to be cultural events in the town- leave 
aside those lead and performed by local children. 
What did the project mean for the community?  

• Sanella: ‘it improved the cultural life for the community 
and many were surprised by the performance. They know 
the centre has kids activities, but we do not normally 
show the community what we do- we made a presentation 
of the centre to the community.’ 

• Bratso ‘the community do not realise how important our 
work is at the centre, they do not give enough attention to 
the work. Some parents do not like the children to come 
to the practices, but some also came to see the 
performance.’ Next time the staff would do a pre-project 
meeting with parents to secure their support and inform 
them.  

• On 25th April the performance of ‘The Meeting on Magic 
Mountain’ was viewed by 45 audience members, 
including: 4-6 parents of children who performed. The 
majority of the audience were community members who 
had bought their children to the performance. Age range 
of the audience was roughly 3-75.  Sanella said ‘when the 



	

show finished, an audience member said it had beautiful 
messages about being kind to strangers.’ 
 

• The wider reach of the performance was enhanced 
through the production of a short film about Most Mira, 
the local context and using the children’s play as an 
example of their work. Publishing performance photos on 
social media also raised awareness of the work- with the 
Facebook album reaching 1760 views in 5 days.  

Next 
• This project inspired the centre to apply to the Norwegian 

embassy for a future drama project using some of the 
story telling techniques. Maja and Darian are keen to 
continue the drama workshops and have learnt from 
Dan’s approach to facilitating and all of his games. The 
children resoundingly asked for further acting projects.  
 

End of project perspective from Most Mira:  
We encouraged the centre to contact us for support on teaching arts 
workshops and felt the project strengthened our link with them. The 
project laid the groundwork for further capacity building work, though 
this would require an additional partner who represented other ethnic 
communities. MM is committed to creating safe spaces for different 
communities to work together, and the Youth Centre is predominantly 
Serb. Working with children and young people from more 
disadvantaged backgrounds, compared to the students at the schools 
that MM predominantly works with, lead to some transformational 
results. The project was needed, truly valued and inspired the young 
people, and the centre volunteers. The performance had an 
unexpectedly positive impact on the community drawing people of all 
ages together to celebrate the children’s work. 
 
The child-lead story-telling process that S4S helped facilitate, really 
helped the young people have ownership over their work and helped 
them explore themes that really resonated with them issues of trust, 
the unknown, community and acceptance. These are key areas in self 
and community awareness, central to MM’s participatory 
peacebuilding approach.             
 
Final words from Bogdan, 8: ‘The project was too short, I had not 
done acting before and I was nervous but I enjoyed it, are you going to 
come back?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	

3. Youth Centre – Architects 
 
 
 

 
 
Most Mira’s Travelling Youth Centre Exhibition was designed, project 
managed and realised by a team of young architects, including 
graduates from London’s The Cass School of Architecture and 
students and graduates from the Banja Luka Architecture Faculty in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina (B&H). The exhibition is a “work-in-progress” 
consultation pack that will support the design and development of 
Most Mira’s Youth Centre project, which they plan to start building on 
the site of a war-ruined house in Kevljani village, Prijedor, in 2015. 
 
Content includes drawings and photographs produced at the “Young 
Architects Workshop” in May 2014; a weekend long design charrette 
organised and hosted by Most Mira in Kevljani, where the team first 
met. After two days of surveying the site, exploring the wider area and 
drawing ideas for the new centre we decided with Most Mira to 
develop a “work-in-progress” travelling exhibition that could provide 
the right framework and setting to facilitate future Youth Centre 
design workshops and consultation events. The exhibition design, 
prepared collaboratively by the multi-national team who worked over 
Skype and other digital web platforms since the May workshop, is a 
flat-pack lightweight curtain wire framework system for hanging large 
exhibition sheets, and new drawings or comments produced by 
visitors during consultations. Along with curating the exhibition 
sheets, the team also prepared: a 1:100 site model, an interactive 
village map noticeboard and a 1:25 wooden model of the ruin made as 



	

a 3D jig-saw. Each component invites visitors to help us fill them in or 
put them together. 
 
Unusually this exhibition asks visitors, who range from local school 
children to students and construction industry experts, “What do you 
think the Kevljani Youth Centre should be?”, thus demonstrating Most 
Mira”s commitment to listen and respond to local needs and feedback 
from the outset of the development process. We hope the exhibition 
content will continually grow and change to inform the project brief 
and architectural design. 
 
The first outing for the exhibition, held in Kevljani village hall in 
October 2014, included exceptionally successful youth user-group and 
construction industry expert consultations, with contributors from all 
ethnic backgrounds attending. Visitors responded enthusiastically to 
the casino interactive elements of the exhibition, particularly young 
secondary school children who quickly began putting the models 
together and filling in previously unknown local information onto the 
village map. We were astounded by how much they know about their 
area. This demonstrated a desire by young people to get involved in 
making this project a reality. Several names were put forward for the 
centre, including: “Osmjeh” (“Smile”) and “Buducnost” (“Future”), 
highlight the amount of hope this project carries for a peaceful and 
progressive future in Prijedor. 
 
The potential of the Youth Centre project to make a positive change in 
this this region in the north of Bosnia, is summarised well on a 
feedback post-it stuck to one of the exhibition sheets, which reads 
“the Youth Centre is a great idea, this building can connect this small 
place to the rest of the world”. 
The next steps are for the exhibition to visit Banja Luka and The Cass 
Architecture Faculties to develop awareness, ideas and discuss the 
potential of jointly organizing yearly design and building workshops 
on the site with students, which Most Mira hope could involve 
activities such as: earth-brick making, set building, building a fish 
smokery and other social enterprise projects.  
 
In mid-December 2014 the exhibition was displayed in the Prijedor 
Theatre as part of Most Mira”s yearly school drama production, where 
we will host a public consultation and a ‘Name Your Youth Centre’ 
competition. Most Mira plan to have an architectural scheme for an 
outline planning application and fundraising in early 2015 with the 
aims to start some building work in the summer that could provide a 
framework and setting for their summer theatre production on the 
building site. 
 
 
 
 



	

 
 
 

Local consultation workshop in Kevljani 
 
 


